A winning concept.
With our Datacentre Lite offering, you’re ready to roll.

Read more

With our Datacentre Lite offering, you’re ready to roll.
In a fast changing environment, deployable solutions that require space and close to no installation time,
are key components. Our Datacentre Lite Package includes everything from standard patch cables for
copper and fibre networks to plug ’n’ play modular panels ready for your central office or data centre.
The outcome is reduced footprints, lower installation costs and vast improvements in efficiency.
It pays off to roll with us.

Datacentre Lite
As a global solutions provider, Prysmian delivers high quality
products for your day to day needs. These range from
standard patchcables for the optical and copper networks,
to modular panels within your central office or data centre.
Our portfolio of slim line fibre and category cables enable a
reduced footprint, decreasing installation costs and improving
efficiency within your rack suites or termination panels.
In the fast changing environment, deployable solutions which
minimise space and installation time are a key component,
please see below for a sampling of the products we can offer.

Stranded Copper Patchcord
Cat6 SLIMFLEX U/UTP 28AWG 250 MHz
Cat6a SLIMFLEX S/FTP 30AWG 500 MHz
• Stranded bare copper conductors insulated with thermoplastics polyolefin

UC9500 Module
MTP®/MPO
• Available in Duplex LC
and Simplex SC
• Available in G657A, OM3 and OM4
• Utilises bend-sensitive fibre – BendBright xs
• Plug and play installation
• 100 % tested.

MPO/MTP®
Trunk Cable Assemblies
• Female (standard) and
Male MTP connectors
• Type A, B and C available

• Two insulated conductors twisted together to form a pair
and four such pairs to form the basic unit

• Factory terminated
and tested

• LS0H – for reduced smoke formation, fewer toxic gases
and no thick black smoke

• Lightweight

• 30 % smaller diameter size due to unique tight extrusion

• LS0H – for reduced smoke formation,
fewer toxic gases and no thick black smoke

• Unique boot design to prevent entanglement during
reinsertions.

• High density fibre

• Available in Multimode BendBright xs OM3, OM4
and OM5 variants
• Available in standard Singlemode G652D or
BendBright xs G657A1 and G657A2
• MPO/MTP to other connector variants such as
LC, SC and MU
• 12 and 24F versions are available.
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Prysmian Group is world leader in the energy and telecom cable systems industry. With almost
140 years of experience, sales exceeding €11 billion (pro-forma as of 31.12.2017), about 30,000
employees in over 50 countries and 112 plants, the Group is strongly positioned in high-tech markets
and offers the widest possible range of products, services, technologies and know-how.
The Prysmian Group corporate brand, operates in the market through three distinct commercial
brands – Prysmian, Draka and General Cable. These are three of the global cable industry’s strongest
brands, characterised by highly complementary products and services. We use our three commercial
brands when talking about products and solutions, and each represents a specific part of the overall
offering that Prysmian Group presents to its customers.

Light Duty Riser cable

Breakout cable

Tie cable

• LSOH cable

• LSOH cable

• LSOH cable

• 2F – 24F available

• 2F – 24F available

• 2F – 144F available

• BendBright Multimode in OM3,
OM4 and OM5 available

• BendBright Multimode in OM3,
OM4 and OM5 available

• BendBright xs Multimode in OM3,
OM4 and OM5 available

• Standard Singlemode G652D

• Standard Singlemode G652D

• Standard Singlemode G652D

• BendBright Singlemode G657A1
and G657A2

• BendBright Singlemode G657A1
and G657A2

• BendBright xs Singlemode G657A1
and G657A2

• OM3, OM4 and G652D stocked in the
five main locations across Australia

• Available pre-terminated.

• These cables are made to order

xs

xs

xs

xs

• Available pre-terminated.

• Available pre-terminated.

Specialty cables

Category cables

M- Series

• Available versions CAT 5E, CAT 6, CAT 6A, CAT 7, CAT 8

• LSOH cable

• Available on 500/1000 m reels or 305 m boxes

• 12F – 288F available
• BendBright Multimode in OM3,
OM4 and OM5 available
xs

• Standard Singlemode G652D

• Slim line Category 6 and 6A unshielded and shielded
versions
• CAT 5E PVC, CAT 6 PVC and CAT 6A LSOH 305 m boxes
stocked in the five main locations across Australia.

• BendBright xs Singlemode G657A1 and G657A2
• Standard trunk cables with flextube technology
enabling faster prep and installation times
• Robust tie solutions for tray work and congested
fibre raceways
• Available pre-terminated.

All sizes and values without tolerances are reference values. Specifications are for product as supplied by Prysmian Group: any modification or alteration afterwards of product may give
different result. The information contained within this document must not be copied, reprinted or reproduced in any form, either wholly or in part, without the written consent of Prysmian Group.
The information is believed to be correct at the time of issue. Prysmian Group reserves the right to amend this specification without prior notice. This specification is not contractually valid
unless specifically authorised by Prysmian Group.
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Linking the future

1 Heathcote Road, Liverpool 2170 NSW, Australia
Ph: 1300 300 304 Fx: 1300 300 307
E-mail: sales.au@prysmiangroup.com
www.prysmiancable.com.au

Prysmian New Zealand Ltd
30 Binsted Road, New Lynn 0600 Auckland, New Zealand
Ph: (09) 827 3109 Toll Free: 0800 492 225
E-mail: sales.nz@prysmiangroup.com
www.prysmiancable.co.nz

Connect with us
Prysmian Australia & New Zealand
Prysmian Group
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